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BRAPP/CARDIFF UNIVERSITY 

POSTGRADUATE COURSE 
IN PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINE
An interactive course providing broad knowledge-based learning across the specialty of pharmaceutical
medicine; run by BrAPP working closely with Cardiff University. 

Sessions are mapped to the PharmaTrain syllabus for the UK Diploma in Pharmaceutical Medicine exam.

The non-residential sessions run in central London from January 2020 to July 2021. 

Expert teaching is provided by a wide spectrum of industry and academic experts and includes an Integral
Revision module and a Critical Appraisal workshop.

Places are limited to 25 delegates. 

For further information and to register please contact:
PGCPM@brapp.org or visit www.brapp.org or call +44 (0) 118 934 1943

Registration now open
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WELCOME TO THE Summer issue of
Pharmaceutical Physician. In a world of
on-going confusion and uncertainty,
hopefully these few pages will
enlighten, interest and even entertain
you. It is an issue which welcomes back
some favourite authors - Faiz Kermani,
not only Director at World Medical Fund
– a UK based charity which works to
improve the health of the people of
rural Malawi-see more in this issue -but
also an award winning children’s author
and Dr Michael Atkins on great form,
addressing the hoary subject of junk
science. I am tempted to ask him to
write a follow-up called junk politics! 

We also welcome input from the
entrepreneurs of NHS at Guy’s and St
Thomas’s Trust seeking to bring extra
money to patient care by engaging with
industry to educate and partner across
many therapy areas. We borrow some
editorial from a fellow publication (see
attribution) as Rina Newton looks at
social media and compliance. Rina
promises us an exclusive in the Autumn.
Also you will find our regular round-up
of all things regulatory, a piece about
the delights of membership of national
institution and a very jolly Soapbox on
rain(wear).

Immediately after our last issue in
March, we held our Education Day
briefly postponed from the end of 2018.
This was a very well-attended and well-
received day - essentially focussing on
digital health, AI and big data. You can
still catch the terrific panel discussion
led by Dr Neha Tanna on the BrAPP
website (www.brapp.org). The key
message for us all is to engage and
become familiar and comfortable. To
quote Linsey Ann Carter, CEO of
aiVentures, one of the participants – “get
in the sandbox and play”. Whilst this is
a daunting prospect for many of us, I
suspect it’s more daunting to remain on
the sidelines. If you have thoughts,
views and experiences of digital health,
please do let us have them and let’s
keep the discussion moving forward
amongst pharmaceutical physicians. If
you have thoughts about key topics for

our next Education Day, please also let
us have those on liz@brapp.org

At the March meeting we also held our
AGM and a new committee was
convened. In the pages that follow you
will have a chance to meet our
Honorary Secretary, Dr Kamlesh Sheth,
the Honorary Treasurer, Dr Dearbhla
Hull and three new committee
members, Drs Bina Rawal, Tina Strutt
and Latha Parvataneni. Interesting
reading – how would you answer the
questions and are there any others you
would like answered? We are saving Dr
Julian Cole, our new Chair, for the next
issue of PP in September!

BrAPP is its people and we exist to
assist all our members with training and
education activities, networking links,
advice and shared experiences. The
latest tranche of participants in the
PostGraduate Course (PGCPM) is about
to embark on the Review and Revision
session and we are launching
recruitment for our 2020 intake in this
issue and via the BrAPP website (new
information to come soon). The view
that pharmaceutical physicians need a
breadth and depth of knowledge of all
aspects of the specialty remains the
cornerstone of our offering. Success in
the Diploma exam is important but day-
to-day contribution to the success of the
development of new medicines and the
on-going support of established ones is
what each and every pharmaceutical
physician is about. The PGCPM is
BrAPP’s contribution to those goals.
Please send your physicians our way to
find out more.

It seems as though a brave new world
awaits us – let’s work together to make
it work!

All comments and contributions very
welcome.

Enjoy the summer.

Liz Langley

July 2019
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QRCC FOCUS ON: 
ICH release Draft ICH E8 (R1): General Considerations for Clinical Studies, for public consultation 

This new draft guideline proposes modernisation of ICH E8 to incorporate the most current concepts 
achieving fit-for-purpose data quality as one of the essential considerations for all clinical trials. The 
modernisation of ICH E8 is the first step towards the GCP Renovation initiated in 2017. The consultation 
period for draft ICH E8 (R1) is from 10th May – 30th Sep 2019.  

 
IN OTHER NEWS: 

• EMA updated the 2018 EMA Annual Report. 
• EMA updated information on Antimicrobial Resistance in Human Medicine. 
• EMA will publish a draft Guideline on Quality Requirements for regulatory submissions for 

medicines that include a medical device (drug-device combinations) in June 2019. 
• EMA updated Organisation Management Services (OMS) Operating Model. 
• EMA updated Mutual Recognition Agreements  and Q&As on the Impact of Mutual Recognition 

Agreement Between the EU and the US. 
• EMA updated European Authorities Working to Avoid Shortages of Medicines Due to Brexit – 

Q&As. 
• UK ABPI released Simplifying Cross-Sector Working Between NHS Integrated Care Systems, 

Sustainability & Transformation Partnerships & Industry Guidance on Governance & Process. 
 

CMC UPDATES  
• MHRA Inspectorate Blog published What Does Qualification of Suppliers Mean to You? Risks to 

Patients and to Your Business. 
• WHO released Good Storage and Distribution Practices for public consultation. 

 
NON-CLINICAL UPDATES 

• MHRA updated Current Members of the UK GLP Compliance Programme.  
 
CLINICAL UPDATES 

• EMA adopted the policy on Publication of Clinical Data for Medicinal Products for Human Use 
and updated associated Q&As. 

• EC issued Q&As (version 14) - Safety Features for Medicinal Products for Human Use. 
• MHRA published GCP Serious Breaches - the 2018 Edition. 
• MHRA published Combined Ways of Working: Innovating the Way Clinical Trials are Assessed. 
• EudraCT published a new Clinical Trial Assignment Request Form - Guidance. 
• EudraCT published statistics for April 2019. 
• UK HRA published How the Launch of Radiation Assurance is Making an Impact and the 

associated Radiation Assurance: One Year On. 
• EMA updated Clinical Pharmacology and PK: Q&As on Product Specific Bioequivalence.  
• EMA updated  Guideline on Equivalence Studies for the Demonstration of Therapeutic 

Equivalence for Locally Applied, Locally Acting Products in the Gastrointestinal Tract. 
• EMA updated Biologics Working Party Ad Hoc Influenza Working Group - Amended EU 

Recommendations for the Seasonal Influenza Vaccine Composition for 2019/2020. 
 
 

QRC Consultants Ltd 
Silvaco Technology Centre 
Compass Point, St Ives, 
Cambridgeshire, PE27 5JL 
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https://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/Guidelines/Efficacy/E8/E8-R1EWG_Step2_DraftGuideline_2019_0508.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/annual-report/2018-annual-report-european-medicines-agency_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/overview/public-health-threats/antimicrobial-resistance/antimicrobial-resistance-human-medicine
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/overview/medical-devices
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/organisation-management-services-oms-operating-model_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/compliance/good-manufacturing-practice/mutual-recognition-agreements-mra
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/questions-answers-impact-mutual-recognition-agreement-between-european-union-united-states-30-april_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/questions-answers-impact-mutual-recognition-agreement-between-european-union-united-states-30-april_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/european-authorities-working-avoid-shortages-medicines-due-brexit-questions-answers_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/european-authorities-working-avoid-shortages-medicines-due-brexit-questions-answers_en.pdf
http://www.abpi.org.uk/media/6776/20416-abpi-the-ahsn-network-12pp-for-web-v2.pdf
http://www.abpi.org.uk/media/6776/20416-abpi-the-ahsn-network-12pp-for-web-v2.pdf
https://mhrainspectorate.blog.gov.uk/2019/05/08/what-does-qualification-of-suppliers-mean-to-you-risks-to-patients-and-to-your-business/
https://mhrainspectorate.blog.gov.uk/2019/05/08/what-does-qualification-of-suppliers-mean-to-you-risks-to-patients-and-to-your-business/
https://www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/qas19_793_good_storage_and_distribution_practices_may_2019.pdf?ua=1
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/799302/Current-Members_of_the_UK_GLP_Compliance_monitoring_Programme_May__2019.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/other/european-medicines-agency-policy-publication-clinical-data-medicinal-products-human-use_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/report/questions-answers-european-medicines-agency-policy-publication-clinical-data-medicinal-products_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/falsified_medicines/qa_safetyfeature_en.pdf
https://mhrainspectorate.blog.gov.uk/2019/05/24/gcp-serious-breaches-the-2018-edition/
https://medregs.blog.gov.uk/2019/05/20/combined-ways-of-working-innovating-the-way-clinical-trials-are-assessed/
https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/docs/guidance/EudraCt%20Request%20March2019.pdf
https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/docs/guidance/CT%20assignment%20user%20guidance.docx
https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/docs/statistics/EudraCT_Statistics_2019/EudraCT_Public_Report_Stats_April_2019.pdf
https://www.hra.nhs.uk/about-us/news-updates/how-launch-radiation-assurance-making-impact/
https://www.hra.nhs.uk/about-us/news-updates/radiation-assurance-one-year/
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/scientific-guidelines/clinical-pharmacology-pharmacokinetics/clinical-pharmacology-pharmacokinetics-questions-answers
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/scientific-guideline/guideline-equivalence-studies-demonstration-therapeutic-equivalence-locally-applied-locally-acting_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/scientific-guideline/guideline-equivalence-studies-demonstration-therapeutic-equivalence-locally-applied-locally-acting_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/biologics-working-party-bwp-ad-hoc-influenza-working-group-amended-european-union-recommendations/2020_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/biologics-working-party-bwp-ad-hoc-influenza-working-group-amended-european-union-recommendations/2020_en.pdf
mailto:enquiries@qrcc.co.uk
http://www.qrcc.co.uk/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/qrc-consultants-ltd
https://twitter.com/QRCConsultants
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PROCEDURAL UPDATES 

• EMA updated  IRIS Quick Guide to the Portal for Orphan Industry Users and Submission 
Deadlines for Orphan Designations. 

• HPRA updated information on National Scientific Advice Procedures. 
• EMA updated Frequently Asked Questions on SmPC Paediatric Information. 
• EMA updated Post-Authorisation Procedural Advice for Users of the Centralised Procedure as 

Clean and Track Change Versions.  
• EMA updated Risk management plan (RMP): Q&As. 
• EMA updated  EudraVigilance Release Notes v.1.19. 

 
EU MEETING REPORTS 

• EMA issued CHMP Mar Meeting Minutes, CHMP Apr Meeting Highlights;  COMP Feb Meeting 
Minutes, COMP Apr Meeting Report;  PRAC Recommendations on Signals Adopted Apr 
Meeting, PRAC May Meeting Highlights,  New Product Information Wording: Extracts from 
PRAC Recommendations on Signals Adopted at Apr Meeting. EMA updated List of Signals 
Discussed at the PRAC since Sep 2012. 

• CMDh issued Apr Meeting Report. 
• UK HRA released The NHS R&D Forum 2019: HRA Conference Highlights. 

 
USA UPDATES 

• FDA issued draft guidances on: Development of Therapeutic Protein Biosimilars: Comparative 
Analytical Assessment and Other Quality-Related Considerations; The Use of an Alternate 
Name for Potassium Chloride in Food Labeling; Clinical Lactation Studies: Considerations for 
Study Design; Postapproval Pregnancy Safety Studies; Submitting Documents Utilizing Real-
World Data and Real-World Evidence to FDA for Drugs and Biologics; Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder: Developing Stimulant Drugs for Treatment. 

• FDA issued final guidances on: Section 503A Bulks List Final Rule Questions and Answers: Small 
Entity Compliance Guide; Considerations in Demonstrating Interchangeability With a 
Reference Product; Determining Whether to Submit an ANDA or a 505(b)(2) Application; 
Maximal Usage Trials for Topically Applied Active Ingredients Being Considered for Inclusion 
in an Over-The -Counter Monograph: Study Elements and Considerations; Oncology 
Pharmaceuticals: Reproductive Toxicity Testing and Labeling Recommendations; 
Recommendations for Reducing the Risk of Transfusion-Transmitted Babesiosis; 
Classification and Requirements for Laser Illuminated Projectors (LIPs) (Laser Notice No. 
57); Preparation of Food Contact Notifications for Food Contact Substances in Contact with 
Infant Formula and/or Human Milk; Laser Products - Conformance with IEC 60825-1 Ed. 3 
and IEC 60601-2-22 Ed. 3.1 (Laser Notice No. 56); Medical X-Ray Imaging Devices 
Conformance with IEC Standards; Policy Clarification for Certain Fluoroscopic Equipment 
Requirements; Utilizing Animal Studies to Evaluate Organ Preservation Devices; Requests for 
Feedback and Meetings for Medical Device Submissions: The Q-Submission Program. 

 
QRCC NEWS 

• In preparation for the UK’s exit from the EU, our associated company QRC Ireland (QRCI) offers EU 
Legal, Orphan Drug Designation and SME Representation services in the EU. 

• The next issue of QRCC Compliance will be available on 28th June 2019. 
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https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/iris-quick-guide-portal-orphan-industry-users_en-0.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/orphan-designation/applying-designation/submission-deadlines-orphan-designations
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/orphan-designation/applying-designation/submission-deadlines-orphan-designations
http://www.hpra.ie/homepage/medicines/regulatory-information/national-scientific-and-regulatory-advice
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/frequently-asked-questions-smpc-paediatric-information_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/european-medicines-agency-post-authorisation-procedural-advice-users-centralised-procedure_en-0.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/european-medicines-agency-post-authorisation-procedural-advice-users-centralised-procedure_en-0.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/european-medicines-agency-post-authorisation-procedural-advice-users-centralised-procedure-track_en-0.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/post-authorisation/pharmacovigilance/risk-management-plan-rmp-questions-answers
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/regulatory-procedural-guideline/eudravigilance-release-notes-v119_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/minutes/minutes-chmp-meeting-25-28-march-2019_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/meeting-highlights-committee-medicinal-products-human-use-chmp-23-26-april-2019
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/minutes/minutes-comp-meeting-19-21-february-2019_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/minutes/minutes-comp-meeting-19-21-february-2019_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/report/comp-meeting-report-review-applications-orphan-designation-april-2019_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/prac-recommendation/prac-recommendations-signals-adopted-8-11-april-2019-prac-meeting_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/prac-recommendation/prac-recommendations-signals-adopted-8-11-april-2019-prac-meeting_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/meeting-highlights-pharmacovigilance-risk-assessment-committee-prac-13-16-may-2019
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/other/new-product-information-wording-extracts-prac-recommendations-signals-adopted-8-11-april-2019-prac_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/other/new-product-information-wording-extracts-prac-recommendations-signals-adopted-8-11-april-2019-prac_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/list-signals-discussed-prac-september-2012_en.xls
https://www.ema.europa.eu/documents/other/list-signals-discussed-prac-september-2012_en.xls
https://www.hma.eu/fileadmin/dateien/Human_Medicines/CMD_h_/cmdh_pressreleases/2019/04_2019_CMDh_press_release.pdf
https://www.hra.nhs.uk/about-us/news-updates/rd-forum-2019-hra-highlights-conference/
https://www.fda.gov/media/125484/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/125484/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/125081/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/125081/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/124749/download
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ALTHOUGH GLOBAL HEALTHCARE
access has improved, the inequalities
between the best and worst-performing
countries continue to grow[1]. Malawi is
one country where such differences are
starkly evident. Data from the World
Health Organization suggest that while a
child born in Japan could live for as
long as 83 years, a child born in Malawi
may live for only 47 years[2]. However,
within countries there are often big
gaps between the rich and poorer
members of society and this is reflected
in terms of the healthcare they can
expect to access. In Malawi, the richest
10% of the population can spend 34
times more than the poorest[3].

Children in rural areas of central Malawi
are effectively denied access to medical
care, because they live in remote
villages, which are often over 20

kilometres away from the nearest
tarmac road. They suffer and die
unnecessarily, often from diseases that
are easily and cheaply treatable if the
appropriate diagnostic skills and
medicine are in place. 

The World Medical Fund (WMF) is a
small charity registered in both the UK
(Registered Charity No. 1063756) and
USA (EIN No 20-3519246) with a wide-
ranging experience of development
work in Africa. Since 1997, it has been
addressing these serious healthcare
challenges in the central Nkhotakota
region of Malawi. Working effectively in
regions such as Africa requires effective
collaboration between local and
international teams. WMF is the
established international NGO,
headquartered in the UK. To manage
the day-to-day activities in Malawi, a

| FIGURE 1



local and fully independent Malawian
organisation was set up called the
Medical Fund for Children.

WMF with its local partners delivers
free, life-saving medical care to children
in the areas where it is needed most, to
ensure that sick children in the remotest
villages do not become just another sad,
anonymous statistic in the child
mortality tables. Since 2003, WMF has
treated over 280,000 sick children
(Figure 1: WMF infographic), which is
no easy task, given that the charity
relies entirely on external donations.

WMF’s mobile clinics visit each village
group on a 4-weekly schedule. Apart
from the rainy season when it is
necessary to borrow a local home to
work from, WMF’s mobile clinics operate
from under the shade of a tree. The
medical teams carry a wide range of
medicines and can therefore treat a wide
range of conditions. Those children who
present needing minor surgery are
referred to WMF’s mobile operating
theatre.

USING A “DUST ON THE
BOOTS” PRACTICAL APPROACH
From the beginning, the organisation

understood that a realistic strategy was
needed to deliver healthcare in Malawi
and while high profile “glamorous”
approaches might attract external
attention and favourable PR, they would
not address the long-term problems the
medical teams witnessed first-hand in
villages. Even now, the logistical
challenges WMF’s medical teams face
before they can deliver medical
treatment are immense, given the lack
of infrastructure such as paved roads,
running water and reliable electricity
around the Nkhotakota region of
Malawi. The only way to make advances
is to truly understand the situation on
the ground and experience first-hand
the difficult daily conditions. By
employing a “dust on the boots”
practical approach and by working hand
in hand with the local community, WMF
has delivered sustainable solutions while
keeping its administration costs low.
Cost-effectiveness has always been an
important consideration for WMF
projects to ensure that contributions go
where they are needed. This is reflected
by the fact that WMF’s UK
administration costs are under 5%. 

Gaining real “hands on” experience in
the practice of tropical medicine 

One of the best ways to understand and
deal with the challenges faced by WMF
in Malawi is to volunteer. In 2004, WMF
accepted its first final year medical
student who wished to spend her 6-
week medical elective placement in
Nkhotakota. Due to the success of this
initiative, WMF opened its doors and the
numbers of medical students coming to
experience medicine in the African bush
with just basic medical skills and tools
has continued to increase. 

Currently, 40 final-year medical students
per year come from around the world to
practice medicine with WMF in Malawi
on their elective placement (Figure 2). A
medical elective offers them an
unparalleled opportunity to deliver
practical medical solutions that can
make a difference to children’s lives,
while being supported by friendly and
knowledgeable clinical colleagues. As
well as expanding their clinical
knowledge and skills, volunteers
appreciate the unique cultural
experience that offers them insight into
a fascinating area of the world. In recent
years, some former medical volunteers
have returned bringing specialised skills
from their current medical careers. WMF
has also welcomed volunteers with
other expertise such as teaching.
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When the WMF team reaches the
villages, there are huge lines of people
waiting ─ some of whom have walked
for hours from more distant locations
since very early morning just to get there
(Figure 3). With such a huge demand,
the WMF team members must work
efficiently to ensure that every child gets
seen. Medical volunteers who are
accustomed to well-resourced healthcare
settings are often surprised at how tiring
it is to work in hot and dusty conditions
with crowds of people demanding
attention. Nevertheless, they can see for
themselves what a difference their efforts
make. The gratitude of the local people
is clear in the way that they greet the
arrival of the WMF team through
traditional singing and the enthusiastic
reaction of the children. 

WMF and its local partners regularly
compile health data on the cases
treated, which is critical to ensure that
the clinical teams are fully equipped to
deal with what is happening on the
ground. Malaria has always been a
particularly difficult disease to combat
and the latest clinical data show that
the number of cases treated continues
to rise. In 2018, the WMF teams
treated nearly 13,000 cases of malaria
(Figure 4).

There are always plenty of additional
challenges for the teams to address

during the visits. Between January and
February 2018 there was a serious
outbreak of cholera and in January 2019
two suspected cholera cases in the
Nkhotakota district led to fears of
another outbreak. An ongoing problem
is the increasing number of children
with scabies who have presented at the
clinics. As scabies is highly contagious,
it has been necessary to treat the entire
household rather than just the affected
children, but this has put a strain on
WMF’s limited finances. 

THE CHALLENGE TO ATTRACT
FUNDING
Funding is an ongoing challenge for
WMF and, unfortunately, the successes
achieved often go unrecognised.
Donations provide the financial security
to plan ahead and prepare for sudden
eventualities, such as outbreaks of
disease or famine.
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| FIGURE 3 Patients queuing

| FIGURE 4: Malaria cases 2013-2018

Source: WMF 2019
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For small NGOs, it is not possible to run
expensive PR and marketing campaigns
to attract funding, as this reduces the
amount of money and time available for
ongoing projects. The practical elements
of a particular programme that need
funding may simply not sound
“exciting” enough to potential donors or
it may be difficult to explain their
relevance to people with no previous
exposure to the challenges of working
in the stated region. In addition, the
narrowly defined categories used in
many grant application forms often
make it difficult to outline the benefits
of a potential project. 

Causes that receive the greatest funding
may simply have a good ability to
dominate the growing number of social
media channels rather than having well-
structured programmes. As a result,
small NGOs such as WMF have to think
of innovative ways in which to get their
important messages across.

In 2017, WMF published a children’s
book called “The Frog Who Was Blue”.
The proceeds from the book sales help
fund WMF’s programmes, but the book
has also created a new channel for

publicity. This simple children’s story,
set in Malawi, has offered a different
angle to start up a conversation about
WMF’s work in the country. The book
has now been translated into French,
Dutch and German and this will further
widen the potential audience for WMF.
An additional benefit, is that other
children’s charities besides WMF have
used the book as an educational tool
(Figure 5).

One of WMF’s most important
programmes is its work with children
affected by AIDS. In 2005 antiretroviral
medicine became available free of
charge in Malawi for everyone infected
with the AIDS virus, however children
under 13 years of age were excluded.
WMF was not prepared to stand by and
watch innocent children suffer the
painful and undignified death that is the
final outcome of AIDS and so the
charity began its own programme,
buying the antiretroviral medicine at an
annual cost of $500 per child. WMF also
opened its dedicated Thandizo centre
which delivers quality, holistic care and
has been certified as a “Centre of
Excellence”. However, many of the
children were orphans and it was

difficult to ensure they attended every
month for essential ongoing clinical
appraisals and the prescription of their
medicine. To try and circumvent this
problem, WMF has made the centre as
unlike a medical facility as possible and
has tried to create a place of fun for the
children with sports, games and toys.
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Nevertheless, it is an ongoing financial
struggle to provide transport for
children to attend the Thandizo centre,
as they often live in distant, isolated
rural areas that are scattered around
central Malawi. The full extent of their
struggles often only becomes apparent
when hearing their accounts first hand
during visits to their homes [Figure 6:
Home visit by the article authors]. Many
of these children are doing well on their
treatments, but without access to the
clinic the progress they have made will
suffer. These children are hugely
ambitious, and they are even doing well
in education, but their dreams will
ultimately go nowhere without help to
keep them healthy.

Sadly, it has been difficult to attract
specific funding for these
“transportation” issues as many donors
are predominantly focused on elaborate
projects, such as those involving the
purchase of equipment or medicines.
Asking people to fund monthly trips for
patients by bicycle taxis through the
bush just does not generate the same
excitement as funding for high tech
laboratory equipment ─ even though

the costs involved are miniscule in
comparison. Major funding bodies
frequently have set categories for
projects and demand measurable
outcomes ─ practical considerations
such as transportation to a clinic do not
fit the rigid, academic criteria they have
developed. 

Recently, WMF launched a “Thandizo
Transport Buddy” appeal to try and
draw attention to the important practical
issues that affect the lives of young
children attending its clinic (Figure 7).
The campaign explains why meeting
the transportation needs of sick children
is critical to their medical care. This is
not a situation that lacks a solution ─ it
can be solved with just a modest
amount of money.

SUMMARY
WMF believes that healthcare must be a
basic right for every child, and not a
luxury. Its unique mix of doctors,
clinical officers, nurses, medical students
on their elective placements and
dedicated village health volunteers
provide essential healthcare in an
accessible and cost-effective way.
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Thousands of children in remote areas
of Malawi are alive today as a direct
result of these programmes. WMF’s
success is due to its team regularly
experiencing conditions on the ground
for themselves and through cooperation

with the local community to devise
practical solutions. The only way in
which WMF can maintain its successes
is through continued financial support
from donors and so all external support
is welcome.
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| TABLE 1: HOW FUNDING IS USED BY WMF
• £30 will provide nutritional support for a malnourished child for a month

• £60 will provide transport for a child living with AIDS to attend our clinic for a year

• £100 will treat 100 children suffering from malaria 

• £350 will pay the salary of a community nurse for a month

• £1000 will provide sanitary pads to 240 girls for one year
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Adam Crowe

IN THE CROWDED MARKET OF

MEDICAL AND NHS EDUCATION AND

TRAINING, GUY’S AND ST THOMAS’S
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION TEAM HAVE

ESTABLISHED INNOVATIVE AND

AUTHENTIC PROGRAMMES DELIVERED

BY NHS STAFF, WITHIN NHS
PREMISES, AND WITH PROFITS GOING

BACK INTO PATIENT CARE. ADAM

CROWE - RECRUITED FROM A

BACKGROUND IN NHS MANAGEMENT

FOLLOWED BY COMMERCIAL ROLES

WITHIN PHARMA - REFLECTS ON HIS

FIRST 6 MONTHS AT GSTT IN CHARGE

OF THE OFFER TO BIOPHARMA,
DIAGNOSTIC AND DEVICES COMPANIES.
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THE BRIEF
LAST WEEK, I met with a
pharmaceutical company that has a
renal cell carcinoma (RCC) franchise.
With an evolving portfolio and a recent
turnaround in their commercial and
medical teams, they approached
Commercial Education Directorate at
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation
Trust (GSTT) to help support their
education and training requirements and
build their strategy.

The brief is, of course, the most critical
element of any programme. Being clear
with regard to the learning objectives,
and moreover, the desired outcomes, is
the starting point. Key questions such as
‘What do you want your people to
know?’, ‘what do they need to know?’
and ‘what do you want them to do
differently as a result?’ form the basis of
any meeting.

WHAT IS THE BRIEF? AND
WHY WOULD INDUSTRY
COMMISSION GSTT FOR
STRATEGIC SUPPORT? 
My first six months in the Commercial
Directorate have been challenging and
enlightening. Working in the
Commercial Education team, it’s my role
to generate new and diverse revenue
streams for the Trust and I do this
through collaborating with industry. All
profits from my activities are ploughed
back into other participating
Directorates within Trust and thus
directly benefit patient care. With access
to circa 1000 medical consultants, King’s
Health Partners (one of six Academic
Health and Science Networks in the
UK), as well as some of the leaders in
NHS strategic management and
procurement, the Commercial

Directorate works with one of the
biggest expert network in UK
healthcare.

In this case, the objectives for this
pharmaceutical company are focussed
therapy-area education. Here is an
extract from their document:

‘To improve the team’s expertise in RCC
and provide them with unparalleled
insights into the current management of
the disease and its impact… to
experience a comprehensive deep dive
into every aspect of the patient
pathway… to provide clarity on key
roles and responsibilities of the multi-
disciplinary teams, and experience
patient pathways in action’

At this point our process begins .The
brief is agreed and we establish the
outputs of the programme and consider
how these will be measured before co-
creating the agenda or programme to fit
the brief. Tapping into the extensive
network, engaging with the clinical
leads, consultants and members of the
Multi-Disciplinary team and Ops
managers as appropriate, it can be
made to happen. It is a creative process
as we seek innovative ways to deliver
on the brief rather than rely on didactic
teaching.

CLINICAL OR NHS UPSKILLING
& INNOVATIVE DELIVERY
The Commercial Education team deliver
a number of programmes usually with
clinical, NHS orientation, or partnership
working themes. Audiences can come
from any of the teams within
biopharma, devices or diagnostic
companies including R+D, medical,
sales and marketing, or MSL &



commercial teams. Many of our clients
are entering a new therapy area and in
a market-access phase, pre-launch or on
the brink of a new indication. We also
work with companies where a revised
focus on training and development of
the MSL team, for example, is required.
A common recurrent theme is the need
for industry to understand the variety
within its customer base – both the
organisation of the NHS and people
who work in it. 

Finding ways to gain a deeper
understanding of the day-to-day
workings and challenges that the front-
line clinician of today faces, such as
observerships or shadowing clinicians,
are often confounded by compliance
concerns and other complexities. With a
pharmaceutical industry background, I
am aware of the principles and
boundaries of compliance. The
maintenance of patient confidentiality is
also critical to the success of the
programme. It is, however, possible to
explore innovative ways for our external
clients to observe and experience

patient pathways in action first-hand
and be compliant.

We host programmes on a wide range
of clinical topics, the contents are
bespoke and tend to cover whole
disease areas; including epidemiology,
treatment options and pathways, the
latest in research and the changing
landscape of the therapy. We can
provide expert patient panels where
delegates can speak with patients

directly. They can also access our multi-
disciplinary team-members across the
whole patient pathway. We can also
offer a tour of our cutting-edge
technology and facilities such as our
newly opened Cancer Centre. 

All appropriate courses are accredited
with continuing professional
development points (CPD) and
certificates of attendance. 

THE NHS / INDUSTRY
RELATIONSHIP & THE KEY TO
PARTNERSHIP WORKING
As a member of the GSTT Commercial
Directorate, my role is to take a brief
from a potential client and, navigating
my way around GSTT, to co-create a
programme which meets the objectives
of both organisations. This is very
different to my role as a key account
manager in a large global
pharmaceutical company. But that
experience within the cardiovascular,
respiratory and diabetes therapy areas
gave me insight into how, with careful
thought, understanding and awareness

together with excellent communication
skills, it was possible that the two sides
of healthcare provision could
understand each other better. Then it
would be possible to develop bespoke
programmes which enhanced
knowledge and learning within industry
and deliver commercial benefit for the
NHS.

Previous experience, as a commissioner
and service manager in a CCG in a

joint-working project with a global US
pharma company, helped me see the
potential impact and value of
partnerships between the NHS and
industry. On reflection, it was the
approach and behaviours demonstrated
on both sides that made that particular
activity a great success.

Taking these experiences forward into
my current role I am sure that, with
more centralised policy and decision
making and a wider range of
stakeholder organisations and
customers, traditional models of
engagement that are often deployed by
industry are not working anymore.
Companies and senior managers that
continue down the road of metric-
driven activity, key message delivery,
territory coverage and call frequency
have the wrong priorities and are likely
to fail. 

So what is the alternative? How can
industry navigate the NHS, understand
the 10-year plan and, moreover,
understand the ‘So what’ of that plan?
Moving to a partnership, a value-based
relationship with the NHS, and knowing
how to effectively navigate through the
complexities are huge challenges. 
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WE CAN PROVIDE EXPERT PATIENT PANELS WHERE DELEGATES CAN

SPEAK WITH PATIENTS DIRECTLY. THEY CAN ALSO ACCESS OUR MULTI-
DISCIPLINARY TEAM-MEMBERS ACROSS THE WHOLE PATIENT PATHWAY. 
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But what constitutes a partnership?
What is possible? What is the starting
point? These are some of the themes
which we are increasingly exploring in
the Commercial Education team with
our industry clients. We have developed
bespoke programmes to help our clients
understand the NHS, and discover way
to operate more effectively
commercially. These non-clinical
programmes not only give unique
insights, but can influence strategy and
we share case studies of effective
partnership working. Reflecting on the
principles and behaviours required to
successfully adopt a progressive new
approach make my role even more
interesting.

OUTCOMES: UPSKILLED,
INFORMED AND CLINICALLY
ORIENTATED 
The delegates that attend our
programmes tell us they enjoy the
authenticity of working with a
Foundation Trust and value the chance
to learn first-hand from our front-line
clinicians and senior NHS managers. We
know our programmes positively
impact on their motivation and
confidence. Our delegates also tell us
they are able to have more meaningful
discussions within key NHS accounts.
We are confident that a collaboration
with GSTT Commercial Education
benefits them and, of prime
importance, our patients.
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| GUY’S AND ST THOMAS’ NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
Located in the heart of London, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust is an
organisation of high pedigree with a proud history going back over 900 years. Clinical
services are delivered from three of London’s best known hospitals, Guy’s Hospital, St
Thomas’ Hospital and Evelina London Children’s Hospital (which has recently been rated
‘outstanding’ by the United Kingdom’s Care Quality Commission).

As one of the UK’s busiest and most successful teaching NHS foundation trusts – in terms
of number of patient contacts, clinicians trained and research conducted and adopted in
practice – the trust has developed world-class services in a number of specialities and is a
centre of excellence for clinical services, education and research, with a leading global
reputation in many clinical and management operations

The Trust provides a full range of services, as well as specialist services including cancer,
cardiothoracic, women and children’s services, kidney care and orthopaedics. Guy’s is home
to the largest dental school in Europe and a £160 million Cancer Centre opened in 2016. As
part of the commitment to provide care closer to home, in 2017 a cancer centre and a
kidney treatment centre opened at Queen Mary’s Hospital in Sidcup. St Thomas’ has one of
the largest critical care units in the UK and one of the busiest emergency departments in
London and is home to the Evelina London Children’s Hospital.

Every year, the Trust handles more than 2.5 million patient contacts including:

• 1.28 million outpatients, 

• 89,000 inpatients

• 111,000 day case patients, 

• 205,000 accident and emergency attendances 

• 810,000, in community services

• And 6,567 delivered  babies



OVERSEAS PRECEPTORSHIPS &
VISITING PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMMES (VPP)
Alongside our educational opportunities,
within the Commercial Education team,
we also offer a number of other
programmes. For example, the clinically-
themed preceptorships which are
educational events with audiences from
overseas markets. These are typically
sponsored by pharmaceutical companies
and have become a popular way to
educate and update physicians and
other HCPs on the latest treatments and
best practices. The learnings and
experiences gained at these courses can
help delegates effect change in their
home territory.

Our Visiting Professional Programme
(VPP) is very successful, offering

overseas clinicians the opportunity to
undertake an “observership” or hands-
on clinical attachment in any of over 70
different specialties across the Trust.
Attendees are part of a unique
development experience with full
integration within one or more of our
departments. They have direct exposure
to clinics and ward rounds, the
opportunity to broaden and gain new
skills for transfer back to the workplace,
develop links for future working
relations through peer mentorship and
share knowledge and expertise with
doctors and consultants.
Adam Crowe (BA (Hons), ACIM)

Commercial Service Directorate 

Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation

Trust

Email: adam.crowe@gstt.nhs.uk

Mob:  07769 300666
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THE PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES Code
of Practice Authority (PMCPA) has
received at least nine complaints to-date
about the use of LinkedIn, indicating
that its use, which is not specifically
addressed in the ABPI Code of Practice
(Code), may benefit from guidance on
how to adhere to existing principles
whilst also respecting the purpose of
LinkedIn. This should help ensure the
LinkedIn accounts and activities of
pharmaceutical companies and
pharmaceutical/agency employees,
comply with the Code.

LinkedIn’s mission is to ‘connect the
world’s professionals to make them
more productive and successful’.
Fundamentally, the PMCPA has noted
that LinkedIn is different to other social
media platforms; it is ‘primarily,
although not exclusively, associated
with an individual’s professional
heritage and current employment and
interests’. However, in terms of the
Code, the word ‘professional’ does not
sufficiently differentiate LinkedIn from
Twitter or Facebook. Therefore, the
Code principles for social media are
applied broadly.

“Whilst it is true to say that applying the
existing principles of the Code to
LinkedIn activity goes some way in
preventing issues, there is a need for
specific guidance on the appropriate
use of this particular platform”

HOW THE ABPI CODE
APPLIES TO LINKEDIN
It is acceptable for pharmaceutical
company and agency employees to
use personal LinkedIn accounts, but
their posts might be covered by the
Code and the company held

responsible for any breaches. The
PMCPA has stated that this is decided
on a ‘case by case basis taking into
account all of the circumstances
including the nature of the material
disseminated, any product references,
the company’s role if any in relation to
the creation or availability of the
material posted, whether such posting
was directed, encouraged or otherwise
acquiesced to by the company. The
status and role of the employee might
also be relevant.’

Therefore, it is a good starting point to
consider broadly when the Code applies
(eg promotion or disease awareness)
and does not apply (eg recruitment).

WHEN THE ABPI CODE
APPLIES TO LINKEDIN
UK company posts and articles about
medicines and therapy areas always fall
under the scope of the UK Code.

Non-UK company posts and articles will
fall under the scope of the UK Code
only if:

• Global/International/EU companies,
and therefore LinkedIn accounts, are
based in the UK

• The UK pharmaceutical company or
agency employee shares/likes a non-
UK post that relates to the
commercial or professional interests
of the company.

Non-pharmaceutical posts and articles
will fall under the scope of the UK
Code if:

• The content relates to the commercial
or professional interests of the



company and the UK pharmaceutical
company or agency employee
shares/likes the post.

If a UK company is liable under the
Code, the usual breaches are:

• Promoting prescription-only medicines
to the public

• Not certifying non-promotional
material for the public

• Promoting to health professionals
without obligatory information or
certification

• Promoting pre-licence medicines

• Failing to tailor information to the
audience

• Failing to obtain permission to
promote via ‘electronic’ means.

Furthermore, the absence of clear and
unambiguous company guidance may
result in breaching ‘high standards’, but
the complete absence of a compliance
infrastructure will likely breach Clause 2
(‘bringing discredit upon the whole
industry’).

UNDERSTANDING
PROMOTION UNDER THE
ABPI CODE
Whilst many of the LinkedIn cases relate
to unacceptable promotion, the learning
here has more to do with poor
knowledge of what ‘promotion’ is, rather
than how LinkedIn is used.

Recently, when asked about a UK
employee sharing a US post about a
company’s pipeline medicine, a senior
director responded: “The data is all in
the public domain and has been
communicated at an EU congress.”

This may be true, but the UK
employee’s share of this US post brings
the post under the scope of the Code,
and disseminated material that promoted
the medicine to their followers, some of
whom would have been the public and
health professionals, without proper UK
approval.

A top line solution to this situation
would be if the UK arm of the company
had amended and approved this
information before posting it on their
own UK account for all their followers

to read. This would then have allowed
any UK employee to like/share the
information. Alternatively, the use of
closed groups provides an opportunity
to communicate relevant and
meaningful content with appropriate
audiences.

TOO MUCH OR TOO LITTLE
A less obvious risk to counter ‘too much
social media’ is, of course, too little. A
pharmaceutical company with little or
no LinkedIn activity but with active
employees, can sometimes lead to
employees sharing inappropriate
information.

For example, a senior NHS clinician was
working in the pharmaceutical industry

in his speciality field. In the absence of
his company posting news, he
considered it appropriate as a health
professional to post news on LinkedIn
about recent advances in his field. In
failing to appreciate that his new
‘pharmaceutical employee’ status
required complete adherence to the
Code, he put his company at risk. A
disclaimer about ‘mine and not my
employer’s view’ would not suffice in
this regard.

Had the UK company posted an
approved post about the recent
advances, not only could UK employees
like or share this but, importantly, this
would have allowed wide
communication of scientific progress.

In these examples, the availability of
clear company guidance could have
provided some infrastructure.

GUIDANCE ON LINKEDIN AND
THE ABPI CODE
In terms of other available advice, the
British Medical Association and Royal
Pharmaceutical Society both provide
guidance to their members about social
media, ethics and professionalism (in
relation to patient confidentiality,
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content of communications and
professional boundaries).

The PMCPA first issued guidance on
‘digital communications’ in April 2011
which is largely the same in 2019 and
does not mention LinkedIn. The ABPI
convened a meeting in January 2018 to
discuss what might be needed in social
media guidance, however, none has
been provided yet.

Whilst it is true to say that applying the
existing principles of the Code to
LinkedIn activity goes some way in
preventing issues, there is a need for
specific guidance on the appropriate
use of this particular platform.

OUR SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCH
GUIDANCE ARE:
What could be included in guidance on
LinkedIn for the UK pharmaceutical
industry?

• Strategy

• Recommended content for company
policies and contracts with third
parties

• Recommended training scenarios for
initial and ongoing awareness

• Type of LinkedIn content to which
the UK Code applies (profiles, posts,
articles)

• LinkedIn functionality (settings, likes,
shares, groups)

• Liability for comments (posts, articles,
groups)

• Approval of LinkedIn communications
(certification, examination, final form)

• Recall of LinkedIn communications
(or reapproval)

• Adverse event reporting

• Use of closed groups (permission,
link to prescribing information)

• Oversight and monitoring.

Dr Rina Newton is Managing Director of
CompliMed. 

Email info@complimed.co.uk

This article was originally published

in Pf Magazine, June 2019. Visit

www.pharmafield.co.uk for more

information and a free subscription.
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Name: Dearbhla Hull

Company: Profile Pharma (part of
Zambon SpA)

Time in the industry: 13 years

Why you became a pharmaceutical

physician? I wanted to make a
difference to many not just one patient
at a time

Do you have a specialism or preferred

area of expertise within the broad

specialty of pharmaceutical

medicine? I’m very flexible. I worked
in medical affairs for many years but
now I’m mostly working in Clinical
Development heading up our phase 1-3
pipeline.

Do you have any words of wisdom

about career or personal

development/professional

survival/success that have either been

shared with you or which you would

like to offer the readers?

The best thing about our role is it
always changing and always
challenging. If in your job you are no

longer challenged or no longer learning,
move job.

How can/should pharmaceutical

physicians best demonstrate their

contribution to the pharmaceutical

industry and the health of the

population?

Whatever role you have in the industry
we are always working to ensure the
right drug gets to the right patient at the
right time.

Do you think AI (artificial

intelligence)/machine learning will

improve healthcare and if so why and

how?

Yes as it can be used to spot trends and
signals in big noisy datasets. Like all
tools it needs to be used in the right
way and won’t solve all problems.

Recently the Medical Ethicist,

Professor Richard Ashcroft,

postulated that public health

initiatives properly developed and

effectively executed might be

preferable to the expensive quest for

personalised medicine which might

not benefit all. Do you have any

thoughts on this?

As always doing the basics well will
give good results for the most people,
but that is not to the exclusion of
helping individuals with complex or
rare problems. That is where
personalised medicine comes in.

When you are not at work, what do

you do in your spare time?

I have 2 kids, 3 dogs and 2 cats. I don't
have spare time!

Desert Island Disc questions:

Favourite piece of music? Cherub Rock
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by The Smashing Pumpkins

Favourite book or author? Graham
Greene

Favourite film? Into the West

�

Name: Bina Rawal

Company: CRUK (interim)

Time in the industry: 25 years

What drew you to become a

pharmaceutical physician? Interest in
finding treatments for HIV and Chronic
Hepatitis

Do you have a specialism or preferred

area of expertise within the broad

specialty of pharmaceutical medicine?

Clinical Development, Due Diligence &
Partnering and Health Data

Do you have any words of wisdom

about career or personal

development/professional

survival/success that have either been

shared with you or which you would

like to offer the readers?

Stay true to your values and speak truth
to power if necessary. Be open to
moving into new areas/roles and keep
learning.

How can/should pharmaceutical

physicians best demonstrate

(communicate?) their contribution to

the pharmaceutical industry and the

health of the population? Get media
trained and make the most of
opportunities for public engagement

Is the industry fairly represented in

the media? Yes, more or less 

Do you think AI (artificial

intelligence)/machine learning will

improve healthcare and if so why and

how? Yes, it will speed up and
augment decision-making in many areas
in clinical medicine as well as in
research.  

Recently the Medical Ethicist,

Professor Richard Ashcroft,

postulated that public health

initiatives properly developed and

effectively executed might be

preferable to the expensive quest for

personalised medicine which might

not benefit all. Do you have any

thoughts on this?

The two are not mutually exclusive.
Having said that, CRUK is placing
increased emphasis on population
health, prevention and early diagnosis
as a route to improving cancer survival
rates.

Are there ethical issues that you

think should be discussed more? The
ethics of AI and Machine Learning

Most pressing challenges facing

Pharma – Reputation, Affordability,
Competition from Tech Giants 

Most exciting developments in

Pharma – Advances in genomics, cell
therapies and AI-driven Discovery,
Digital Clinical Trials, Role of Real
World Evidence

When you are not at work, what do

you do in your spare time? Visiting
Gardens

Desert Island Disc questions:

Favourite piece of music?  Summertime
(Ella Fitzgerald)
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Favourite book or author? Too many
to list 

Favourite film? Lagaan (a Bollywood
movie)

Desert island drug? Paracetamol

�

Name: Kamlesh Sheth

Company: PharmacoMedics, Doksy,
Aegleio

Time in the industry: 15 years in
pharma and 15 years in NHS and
academia

What drew you to become a

pharmaceutical physician? 

It was a move away from NHS due to
disenchantment with NHS culture and
direction. I find working for patients
within the pharmaceutical industry
stimulating and interesting due to the
variety of work, working with people
from different backgrounds, cultures,
nationalities; opportunities for travel and
most importantly making a positive
difference to patients - especially with
orphan conditions.

Do you have a specialism or preferred

area of expertise within the broad

specialty of pharmaceutical medicine?

Orphan drugs, niche and advanced

therapies, drug repurposing, digital
health

Do you have any words of wisdom

about career or personal

development/professional

survival/success that have either been

shared with you or which you would

like to offer the readers?

Unlike NHS, Industry offers a variety of
options for career and personal
development – keep an open mind, go
beyond your comfort zone, always keep
the end user in mind i.e. patients and
trial subjects

How can/should pharmaceutical

physicians best demonstrate

(communicate?) their contribution to

the pharmaceutical industry and the

health of the population? Work with
BrAPP, FPM, and other professional
organisations. Take pride in one’s work
and take every opportunity to
demonstrate the value Pharmaceutical
Physicians bring  to the health of society
and the industry

Is the industry fairly represented in

the media? Depends upon which media
you read! 

Do you think AI (artificial

intelligence)/machine learning will

improve healthcare and if so why and

how? This topic perhaps can fill an
entire issue of this journal…However, in
a nutshell – AI/machine learning will
change the way we understand causes
and natural history of diseases, improve
the diagnostic accuracy, reduce human
error in healthcare delivery, make the
therapeutic discovery and development
more efficient

Recently the Medical Ethicist,

Professor Richard Ashcroft,

postulated that public health

initiatives properly developed and

effectively executed might be

preferable to the expensive quest for

personalised medicine which might

not benefit all. Do you have any

thoughts on this?

We need both – even best of public

health initiatives cannot solve all health
problems and vice versa

Are there ethical issues that you

think should be discussed more?

Health inequalities in society should be
discussed more

Most pressing challenges facing

Pharma – to be more innovative,
patient-centric and embrace newer
technology 

Most exciting developments in

Pharma – advanced therapies and
collaboration with IT industry

When you are not at work, what do

you do in your spare time? Travelling
and reading

Desert Island Disc questions:

Favourite piece of music? Old
Bollywood songs

Favourite book or author? Jonathan
Livingston Seagull 

Favourite film? Guide, Saransh
(Bollywood films)

�
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Name: Kristina Strutt

Company: Sanofi (currently based in
Paris)

Time in the industry:  30 years (as of
1st August this year!)

What drew you to become a

pharmaceutical physician?

In a nutshell, it was the variety of the
work, and the scope of the
opportunities – to learn new skills and
to feel that my work could leave a
legacy not only for individual patients,
but for the practice of medicine itself.

Do you have a specialism or preferred

area of expertise within the broad

specialty of pharmaceutical medicine?  

Pharmacovigilance and Drug Safety
(which I prefer to call Patient Safety, on
the basis that pharmacovigilance is
passive, and that we can have safe
patients although we can never have a
‘safe drug’).  But I have also spent
almost half of my industry career in
Clinical Development and Medical
Affairs, so I know a bit about those
areas too!

Do you have any words of wisdom

about career or personal

development/professional

survival/success that have either been

shared with you or which you would

like to offer the readers? Be open-
minded and receptive to the ideas and
opinions of others, to new ideas and to

‘change’. And don’t sit and wait for
opportunities – go out and create them!

How can/should pharmaceutical

physicians best demonstrate

(communicate?) their contribution to

the pharmaceutical industry and the

health of the population?  

Externally, the best way is with specific
examples, although I appreciate that not
everyone is as lucky as I have been to
have worked on products that made it
to the market and made a difference for
patients.  Internally in our own
workplaces we have to ensure that our
clinical knowledge and clinical acumen
is bringing valuable insights for our
non-physician colleagues.

Is the industry fairly represented in

the media?  

We shouldn’t be passive about our
relationship with the media – it’s
important to realise that we can take
control of our external image.  We need
to ensure that we stay true to ourselves
and to what brought us into medicine
in the first place, i.e that we are a force
for good, both for individuals and for
society. 

Do you think AI (artificial

intelligence)/machine learning will

improve healthcare and if so why and

how? 

Yes – there are huge opportunities, in
terms of knowledge management
(extracting useful information from ‘big
data’), diagnosis, adherence to treatment
and communication, for example. But
luckily for us mere humans, all of these
can only be realised by non-artificial
(‘natural’?) intelligence to ask the right
questions, and to understand the
(limitations of) the answers! 

Recently the Medical Ethicist,

Professor Richard Ashcroft,

postulated that public health

initiatives properly developed and

effectively executed might be

preferable to the expensive quest for

personalised medicine which might

not benefit all. Do you have any

thoughts on this?  
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Why can’t we have both? One doesn’t
preclude the other!  And some of us are
lucky to have the opportunity to work
in both areas.

Are there ethical issues that you

think should be discussed more?  

I am concerned that we should always
stay focused on why we do what we do
– for the benefit of patients and for
public health. Yes, it’s exciting to push
the boundaries of science, but just
because we can do something, doesn’t
mean that we should – we need to
think what people want – and
therapeutic heroics may not deliver this.
Also of course, how do we as a society
manage limited resources against ever-
increasing need, and take healthcare
decisions from a global rather than from
national perspectives?

Most pressing challenges facing

Pharma  

Efficient and effective decision making.
There are many external challenges of
course, but our ability to make good
decisions internally as quickly as we
can, based on an efficient appraisal of
all available information, is within our
gift. And if we can get this right, we are
so much better placed to deal with the
external challenges, to secure access to
medicines for patients, and to protect
our businesses.

Most exciting developments in

Pharma  

New more targeted therapies –
biologics, radiotheranostics etc, and the
thinking required to develop
appropriate benefit-risk assessments to
support the development and use of
these.

When you are not at work, what do

you do in your spare time?  

The usual range of hobbies – theatre
and concerts, cryptic crosswords,
running marathons, …..  oh, and
chasing around after my three very
energetic children, supporting their
various theatrical activities by making
costumes and props, helping out
backstage and front of house, and

playing bassoon in the orchestra pit!

Desert Island Disc questions:

Favourite piece of music?  

This is a really tough one – but it has to
be Mahler’s fifth Symphony, or maybe
his first, or maybe Shostakovitch’s
second piano concerto, or Ravel’s piano
concerto in G, or Sibelius’ violin
concerto, or Richard Strauss Don Juan
overture or Alpine Symphony – I told
you it was tough – but one of those –
probably ……

Favourite book or author?  

Beyond doubt, Shakespeare! It’s obvious
I know, but who else has the ability to
describe the full range of human
emotion, and so perfectly articulated?
My favourite short story is ‘The Lumber
Room’ by Saki – it describes one of my
children perfectly (I won’t say which
one!)

Favourite film?  

Out of Africa, or Shadowlands, or Brief
Encounter, or Truly, Madly, Deeply –
please don’t ask me to choose just one!

Desert island drug?  

Hmm – is this for me personally, in my
survival kit? In which case penicillin,
obviously, in case I’m bitten by some
hostile indigenous wild-life ……
actually, it’s probably penicillin anyway
– it’s hard to think of a drug that’s had
more far-reaching impact (with the
possible exception of the impact on
society of the oral contraceptives –
which presumably wouldn’t be required
on a desert island!…..)

�

Name: Latha Parvataneni

Company: Ennodia Limited- providing
Medical Affairs consultancy

Time in the industry: 23 years

Why you became a pharmaceutical

physician? 

Pure serendipity. I was working as an
anaesthetist and it was my registrar who

saw an ad in the BMJ for a
Pharmaceutical Physician. She found me
a quiet job so I could work towards my
exams. I started off in Phase 1 and
never looked back.

Do you have a specialism or preferred

area of expertise within the broad

specialty of pharmaceutical medicine?

Medical Affairs- I have had the
opportunity to work in many different
therapy areas in my career, and in many
amazing companies on truly ground-
breaking medicines. I always wanted to
be a doctor in order to help people and
so rare disease is probably my favourite
as you are so close to the patients and
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can immediately see what difference
you can make.

Do you have any words of wisdom

about career or personal

development/professional

survival/success that have either been

shared with you or which you would

like to offer the readers?

Keep an open mind and constantly
push yourself out of your comfort zone.
Build and maintain a supportive
network, and support and champion the
leaders of tomorrow. Pharmaceutical
medicine is advancing so rapidly with
many ground-breaking discoveries out
there. What we know now will not be
what we need to know in 5 years- time.
This is a team sport and there is so
much we can learn from fellow
clinicians, colleagues, the patients and
their families and from other industries.
Stand up for what is right and have fun.
It is an amazing time to be in the
industry.

How can/should pharmaceutical

physicians best demonstrate their

contribution to the pharmaceutical

industry and the health of the

population?

The focus of our activities are to be
able to translate scientific insight into
highly credible initiatives which will
enable patients to access ground-
breaking drugs. Roll up your sleeves
and get stuck in. 

Do you think AI (artificial

intelligence)/machine learning will

improve healthcare and if so why and

how?

Yes-from a clinical perspective AI triage
is already used for patients presenting
with illness. In rare disease such as
CTEPH, analysis of complex scans is
aiding diagnosis. In drug development
selection of candidate molecules is
already happening and the long-term
monitoring of chronic disease through
the use of devices. This should replace
passive with active monitoring of
chronic illness, enable patients to be in
control of their own illness, flag those
patients who need to be seen and allow

the healthcare skills and resources to be
used more appropriately.

When you are not at work, what do

you do in your spare time?

Run when I can; it’s cheap, portable,
you will always find like-minded
colleagues and it’s a great way to see a
city. I do much of my problem-solving
when I am out in the open air. If I
wasn’t a doctor I would have been a
vet-so we have hens and a dog, with
the occasional corn snake thrown in for
good measure. I try and get as many
live performances in as possible
whether it is opera at Covent Garden or
ballet or theatre. The most interesting
thing I did recently was herding sheep
across London Bridge which was an
experience.

Desert Island Disc questions:

Favourite piece of music?  

Anything by Nitin Sawnhey as he has
really pushed the boundaries with his
music whether it be composing or
collaborating-My all-time favourite is a
piece called Homelands, Also a
composer called Ben See who worked
with an Orchestra I support-he
composed a piece called “We Want”-the
collaboration and the process of his
composition was fascinating, working
with children from 8-13 and having an
open mind throughout. Both were
classically trained but have really
pushed the boundaries and innovated
through their art.

Favourite book or author?

“When Breath becomes air” Paul
Kalanithi, Michael Ondaatje-Anil’s ghost
and as a complete contrast “Running in
the Family”. Anything travel related and
which makes me laugh-Tony Hawks
Round Ireland with a Fridge was
hilarious as he visited many places I
was familiar with and you can well
believe all the scrapes he got himself
into.

Favourite film?

Rust and Bone, or anything by Wes
Anderson which is so bizarre and off
the wall eg “Grand Hotel Budapest”
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Registration now openCARDIFF UNIVERSITY/BRAPP 

POSTGRADUATE COURSE 
IN PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINE
An interactive course providing broad knowledge-based learning across the specialty of pharmaceutical
medicine; run by BrAPP working closely with Cardiff University. 

Sessions are mapped to the PharmaTrain syllabus for the UK Diploma in Pharmaceutical Medicine exam.

The non-residential sessions run in central London from January 2020 to July 2021. 

Expert teaching is provided by a wide spectrum of industry and academic experts and includes an Integral
Revision module and a Critical Appraisal workshop.

Places are limited to 25 delegates. 

For further information and to register please contact:
PGCPM@brapp.org or visit www.brapp.org or call +44 (0) 118 934 1943
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WE ARE NOW USED to fake news. We
hope we are bright enough to spot it.
Yet, junk science is something that
floats in our science pool every day.

I'M AS MAD AS HELL, AND I'M NOT
GOING TO TAKE THIS ANYMORE! (to
quote from the film “Network”). So here
are some examples to sharpen your
pencil.

Headline: “Male researchers secure

three times as much funding for

cancer research as do women,

according to an analysis published

today.

An analysis of some £2.3 billion worth
of awards found that 78% of this went
to male principle investigators in 2,890
grants. Just £0.5 billion went to female-
led projects in 1,296 grants. Male
researchers outnumbered women
hugely. “…this study demonstrates
substantial gender imbalances in cancer
research investment.”

My comment: “Male researchers
outnumbered women hugely” is the key
fact here - so the truth is there are more
male researchers. If each individual man
were to receive the same amount as
each individual woman (and assuming a
normal statistical distribution of funds),
the men as a whole will represent a
larger population and hence receive
more funds than women. Yet, the story
implies a gender bias to the funding,
i.e. if a male and female researcher
apply for funds, the man is more likely
to get it. That may or may not be true
but this research does not show that – it
shows a funding is in fact due to the
gender distribution.

Politics: Nurses used to work a 40 hour

week. That was reduced to 37.5 hours
but some (many?) nurses still worked the
40 hours. At the time, a politician claimed
an increased nursing resource of 7%.

My comment: ((40-37.5) x 100) /37.5 %
gives an increase of 7%. I can also
produce a rabbit out of a hat.

Headline: Flu jabs are more effective

when older patients are happy and

smiling — as it helps produce flu-

fighting antibodies, study shows

A team from the Nottingham University
measured mood, physical activity, diet
and sleep three times a week over a
six-week period. They then measured
the amount of influenza antibody in the
blood at one month and four months
after the vaccination. Only positive
mood was found to influence how well
the jab worked. Being positive before
your jabs could give extra protection.

My comment: Following an open
uncontrolled study, researchers
undertook a multivariate analysis of
many factors and found only one
correlation - a positive immune
response and being happy (positive
mood). This is an association not a
causative relationship.

Being happy in itself has multiple
contributing and confounding factors. It
is probably the case that being fit and
well is more likely to give you a
positive outlook than not. So, this
research might just be showing that
being fit and well means you are more
likely to have a healthy immune status.
Hardly rocket science.

Researches were planning to recruit into
a parallel group study of people getting



flu vaccinations. They plan to make one
group happy vs the other group not
happy and follow their immune
response. I am not making this up.

Headline: Meta-analysis suggests a

significant link between asthma and

dyslipidaemia

Patients with asthma may have higher
levels of low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-c) and total cholesterol
compared with their non-asthmatic
counterparts, according to a recently
published meta-analysis.

Researchers conducted a meta-analysis
of 20 studies (n=32,604) identified
through a literature search on PubMed,
Cochrane, and EMBASE databases.

A pooled analysis revealed a
substantially higher mean difference
(MD) in the asthma group for LDL-c
levels (6.026 mg/dL; P<.001) and total
cholesterol (8.161 mg/dL; P=.002)
compared with the control group. There
were no significant associations between
asthma and control groups for HDL
levels (MD, −0.728 mg/dL; P=.555) or
triglycerides (MD, 1.436 mg/dL; P=.503).

Some studies suggest that there may be
several factors that influence lipid levels
in blood, and consequently their
association with asthma, including sex,
ethnicity, lifestyle, diet, BMI, smoking
status, and severity of disease. Other
studies claim the association to be
independent of variables such as BMI,
sex, age, socioeconomic status, and
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein levels.

“Further research with well-designed
studies will be required to assess the
role of lipids in asthma and to
determine any possible mechanisms
underlying the association between the
two,” the authors concluded. 

My comment: You see how an
“association” becomes a “significant
link” headline, despite other studies
suggesting this is a chance finding
(hidden in the study words of an
“association of independent variables”).

This is sadly, a common theme in junk
science – plausible links that mislead
the reader with apparently similar
words. 

True associations with implausible
causative relationships are easily
dismissed. For example, “breathing air is
associated with people that die”. Since
we all breathe air and we all sadly die
eventually, this must be a true
association. The junk science leap
would be “air linked to deaths” or,
worse, “air causes deaths” – palpable
nonsense. Are you holding your breath?

NEWS: I recall a report (I think from
Canada) that one city's ice cream sales
were highest when the rate of
drownings in city swimming pools were
highest. Therefore, there was a “link”
made between ice cream sales and
drowning. 

My comment: I would keep cool about
that. There’s that “link” word again. A
spurious relationship was made due to a
confounding and unrevealed third factor
in the report (a heat wave) which
increased both ice cream sales and
swimming (and hence the chance of
drowning). I do not think the news
story made much of a splash.

NEWS: Only 1% of men took up
paternity leave in 2015. 

My comment: This is a cynical example
of being totally correct and totally
misleading to support someone’s not-so-
hidden agenda. What this claim fails to
show is how they arrived at this
number. The denominator used was all
men in the UK (not just those who had
children and were eligible for paternity
leave). Actually, 30% of ELIGIBLE men
(i.e. those who had babies) took up
paternity leave. Now, does that change
your view of paternity leave? I bet it
does.

So, what is my take-home message
about headlines? Dig a bit deeper.

Here are some other bad tricks of the

trade. Please don’t let them into our
world.

• 90% of people prefer X. (Only 20
people were asked).

• 8 out of 10 showed an improvement
with X. (In the sample of 20, 10 died
and 2 did not improve).

• The study showed a trend towards
improvement with X. (“Trend” implies
something positive but is statistically
meaningless).

• An ad hoc, post study analysis
showed X was better than Y. (You
should not perform statistical analyses
after the data is gathered, as you can
choose how to analyse to favour the
results you want).

• The lowered blood pressure with X
was statistically significant.( That may
be true but the amount it was lower
was so small to be of no clinical
relevance)

The next time you read a headline, no
matter from the highest or lowest
source, try to see through the junk that
may be floating on the surface.

JUNK SCIENCE
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WHAT IS THE motivation for becoming
a member of “heritage” organisation?
Whilst we could argue that it is about
small scale philanthropy, charitable
donation, a sense of civic pride and a
desire to ensure that historic artefacts
and premises are preserved for posterity
even, I suspect that enhanced access is
one of the major deciding factors. And
if it isn’t, then it should be.  If you have

never experienced a members’ preview
day or a members’ event then I can
sincerely recommend them.

So some people will be very familiar
with such opportunities and others will
undoubtedly have thought seriously
about ceasing to read further – the very
term, “members’ event”, striking fear
into the average introverted history or

Christian Dior (1905–57), Écarlate silk faille afternoon dress, Autumn-Winter

1955 Haute Couture collection, Y line. Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Photo © Laziz Hamani



art fan. As with all these things, they are
what you make them and what you

make of them. If you have stuck with
this, let me regale you with one recent
example which I hope might whet your
appetite, if you haven’t indulged so far.

The Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum
is currently home to the Christian Dior:
Designer of Dreams exhibition. I am
sure half the readership will have
ceased to be interested but in November
2019, once “Dior” has closed, been
broken down and the space reset, it will
be replaced by Cars: Accelerating the
Modern World – a timely offering which
looks at how the car has impacted on
our world over the last 130 years. So
stay with the thread for a little longer,
please.  

Back to the Dior – unless you were very
fast out the traps in late 2018/early 2019,
all tickets had gone within a week or
two of opening. The V&A extended the
season from 14 July to 1 September and
promptly sold out again. So the only
way to see this extravaganza was to
become a member. Not only can you

then attend all paid entry exhibitions for
free for a year but you can also access
certain ones out of hours and without
the crowds. You would be amazed how
lovely South Kensington looks at 8am
on a Saturday morning and how very
easy it is to park.  All things being equal
it takes less than an hour door to door
from the middle of the Thames Valley
pharma corridor and that’s with slow
running on the M4. 

The pleasure of walking through an
exhibition and lingering in front of a
particularly eye-catching artefact without
a crowd jostling you is worth much
more than the annual fee. Nor do you
need to commune with your fellow
visitors unless you so desire. But the
rather more relaxed environment does
seem to encourage a degree of
discourse. A member plus guest ticket
expands the pleasure and allows you to
take a friend to each and every one of
the events – what fun!

The exhibition which prompted this
small piece is a gem (and there is still
time for interested parties to become
members and access it). It may not
appeal to the petrol-heads amongst us –
come back in November – but to the
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Christian Dior by Maria Grazia Chiuri (b. 1964), Éventail de vos hasards, silk

tulle dress, Haute Couture, Spring/Summer 2018. Dior Héritage collection, Paris.

Photo © Laziz Hamani

Christian Dior (1905–57), Bar Suit of

silk and wool, Haute Couture,

Spring/Summer 1947, Corolle Line.

Victoria and Albert Museum,

London. Photo © Laziz Hamani
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elegantly attired, the home dressmaker
and the princesses out there, this is an
hour of reverie that must be savoured.
The thinking behind the staging of this
collection is mesmerising – do try to see
it, if you can.  If “Cars” is as well
curated it will be joy.

So you come to the end of your stress-
free visit and fancy a small refreshment
– well, you are a member and as such
can use the Members’ Room and once
again this is a treat in its own right and
the food and drinks are excellent too.
Light, airy and totally relaxing situated
in the 1909 Ashton Webb wing and
refurbished completely in late 2017.
The centrepiece of the room is a
monolithic terrazzo bar, a
contemporary interpretation of the
white marble entrance staircase to the
room. The bar includes prosecco on
tap, a range of bottled beers, wine, and
bespoke cocktails including a unique
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert
cocktail, inspired by the Museum’s
royal namesakes. Here you can sit
back with your cappuccino, or
whatever takes your fancy; the menu is
good and often themed to the current
lead exhibition, and plan your next
visit. And that could be a free lecture,
another pre-opening access or a special
event for members. 

The British Museum, both the National
Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery
have similar offerings as does the Royal
Academy and many more.
Memberships make marvellous gifts for
friends and family who are otherwise
impossible to buy for. Naturally if you
prefer outdoor activities the National
Trust or English Heritage and the RHS
might tickle your fancy. 

There are a whole series of wonderful
lectures and “in conversation” talks
coming up and the beautiful lecture
theatre is a pleasure to use in its own
right let alone to hear erudite speakers
reveal their passions.

CURRENTLY OR COMING
SOON TO THE V&A:
Christian Dior (SOLD OUT - members

only) 1 September 2019

Food: Bigger than the plate until 20

October 2019

Mary Quant until 16 February 2020

Tim Walker: Wonderful Things 21

September 2019 -8 March 2020

Cars: Accelerating the Modern World

23 November 2019 – 19 April 2020

By Liz Langley
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By Dana Kidson

SOAPBOX WARRIOR
Ranting about rain(wear)

By Dana Kidson
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I HAVE A FRIEND who, frequently,
deeply annoyingly, opines “there is no
bad weather, only inadequate clothing.”
Well yes Fiona, but clothing
manufacturers have yet to invent a
garment that confers the same protection
as a house or even a small mud hut. Let
me list their inadequacies for you.

UMBRELLAS: when a bird mates with a
spike and a plastic bag to force you to
carry old rain about. The resulting
monstrous progeny catches the wind,
turns it inside out and rips your arm out
of its socket. Then it has your eye out. If
you ever buy a good one, one that stays
the right way up, it will be stolen on its
first outing; but you'll be glad, because
you still have both eyes and won’t have
to carry a sodden murder of corvus
corone's legs about. Such excellence will
probably cost £189. I try not to think
about umbrellas too much.

RAINCOATS: Make me look like an
upright sofa in a belt – vanity will simply
not permit it, and there remains the
sodden cloth problem. 

RAIN HATS: Sweaty scalps feel as if you
have been rained on anyway, so why
bother?

WELLINGTON BOOTS: “If Lord Wellington
had had any other bootmaker than
myself, he never would have had his
great and constant successes; for my
boots and prayers bring his lordship out
of all his difficulties,” George Hoby
declared. That may have been all very
well for Lord W, who apparently was
happy wearing this footwear on the
battlefield, in town and even, at a pinch,
dancing. The walking, dancing and
killing of the French that I do, is oddly

hampered by a bit of half flexible rubber
at the end of my leg so mostly I provide
entertainment or obstruction to others by
tripping and falling a lot. Particularly
unhelpful when you are stabbing people
in the eye with your crow and cloth.

This is terribly unfortunate if you live in
England, where droughts are infrequent.
It does actually rain in English droughts.
If there are no dust-dry cracks in
parched earth, that hasn't seen rain for
two years, IT'S NOT A DROUGHT! It's
not a drought if it rains a teensy bit less
than usual, people! If you had to
employ the cloth on a bird leg in the
last three weeks, but there's a hosepipe
ban, that's just poor water management,
NOT DROUGHT!

Payman the handyman came to do the
gutters. I don’t know if that is his real
name or just subliminal advertising, but
he is intrepid and will turn his hand to
most things, including, evidently,
replacing guttering in the rain. He ended
miserably drenched, more by water fed
to him via the gutter than the actual rain.
He didn't order enough and ended the
downpipe about 5’ 7” short, including
the little kick curve piece on the bottom. 

I'm almost sorry that he came back to
sort it out as it made me gurgle like a
brook every time I looked at it. And
what is so wrong about a waterfall
alongside the garage anyway? Have the
decorative possibilities of guttering-as-
water-feature really been fully explored?
I, for one, would be perfectly happy to
regard such a thing, from the dry
confines of my sitting room; or its
equivalent in rainwear. Fetch me the
drawing board, an African elephant and
a marquee, at once.
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